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WITH THE COUNTABLE CHAIN CONDITION
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Abstract.
We define an open symmetric two-place relation on the reals such
that the reals cannot be covered by countably many sets of related elements,
but there is no uncountable set of unrelated elements. The poset & of finite
sets of related elements satisfies the countable chain condition but it may fail
to have the property K, i.e., a substantial irregularity can be injected in 5a .

We construct two examples of Borel posets that satisfy the countable chain
condition but violate certain natural strengthenings of this condition. The first
example, discovered by the author several years ago to answer a question of L.
Harrington and S. Shelah, is a Borel version of the poset presented in [5, 9.10].
Let 7rQ be the set of all subsets of the rationals ordered by x < y iff there is a
q in y such that x = {p £ y : p < q} . Let 3°^ be the set of all finite antichains
of the pseudotree nQ>. The ordering of S°0 is the inclusion. Clearly, ^ is
Borel.
Claim 1. ^0 is a ccc poset.

Proof. Almost identical to the standard proof for the poset of all finite antichains of an Aronszajn tree. (See [5, 9.10(iii)].)

Claim 2. A3°qis not o-linked.
Proof. Assume {JA^} is a sequence of linked subsets of £P0. Let qQ be any
rational, say q0 = 0. If there is {t} in AjA0such that sup t < q0, pick one and
call it t0 ; otherwise t0 = {—1}. Pick a rational qx such that sup t0 < qx < q0.
If there is {t} in 5AXsuch that t0 < t and sup/ < qx , pick one and call it
tx, ... , and so on. Let iM = |J(. tt. Then {t^} £ Jz^ for all i.
The second example is a Borel version of the Galvin-Hajnal poset as presented
in [2]. A similar modification with a quite different motivation is given in [1].
The basic properties of the poset, however, are based on a completely different
set of ideas ([3, §4], [4, §2]). Let 5A be the set of all converging sequences of
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the reals which do not contain their own limits and let AA>X
be the set of all finite
subsets p of y such that lim s £ / for all s and t in p. &x is ordered by
the inclusion. It is clear that 3°x is Borel.

Claim 3. A?>xis ccc.
Proof. Suppose we have an co,-sequence {pa} of elements of J3, . Let Fa =
{lim5 : s £ pa}. We may assume Fa 's have some fixed size n and that some
fixed finite sequence IQ, ... , In_x of rational intervals separates points of Fa 's
from sequences of pa 's not converging to them. We may also assume that Fa 's
form a A-system with root F . Note that in finding two compatible conditions,
sequences converging to a member of F do not cause any difficulty, so we
may assume F = 0. We may also assume that a < ß implies that no 5 of pa
contains a point from F„. Thus, we are in the situation of a closed set-mapping
on a set of reals which respects a well-ordering of that set ([3, Lemma 13], [4,
§7]), but for the convenience of the reader we shall reproduce the argument.
Identify Fa with the element of R" which enumerates it according to the usual
ordering of R. Fix y < cox such that {Fa : a < y } is dense in {Fa : a < cox}
and choose Ô > y . Then for i < n, J¡ = I¡\\Jpy is an open set containing the
ith element of Fs . So there must be ß < y , such that for all i < n , the ith
element of F„ is in J¡. Then p „ and py are compatible.

Claim 4. AAXis not a-linked.
Proof. Assume {AAA¡}
is a sequence of linked subsets of AAX
. Pick a real r0 . If
there is increasing t with {/} in ^ such that lim? < rQ, pick one and
t0 . Otherwise, t0 is arbitrary increasing with lim t0 < r0 . Pick r, < r0
lim?0. If there is an increasing t with {t} in AtAxsuch that limi0 £
limi < rx , pick one and call it tx, ... , and so on. Let t^ = {limf.}.
{tx} i^
for all /.

call it
above
t and
Then

Claim 5. If b = cox, then AÁ?X
does not have property K.
Proof. In [4, 2.1], we have produced a set of reals A of size K, and for each a
in A , a sequence H (a) converging to a such that for every uncountable 77 ç A
there exist a ^ b in 77 such that a £ H(b). This means that {{77(a)} : a £ A)
as a subset of AAXdoes not contain uncountable pairwise compatible subset.
We now give two applications.
Theorem 1. Assume Martin's axiom for Borel ccc posets and let T be a tree of
size < c. If there is strictly increasing f : T —►
R, then there is such an f with

range included in Q.
Proof. Every such tree is embeddable into the set of all well-ordered sets of
rationals as a subposet of nQ. Now apply MA for ^0<ftl.
Theorem 2. If every Borel ccc poset has property K, then every subset of of
size K, is bounded in the ordering of eventual dominance.

Proof. This follows from Claim 5.
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Note that A?x is the set of all finite homogeneous sets for certain partition
on 3". Unfortunately, the partition in question is not open which would give
the construction an added interest (see [4, §8]). But we shall see now that if
we restrict the partition to a certain subset A7* of AA*,it becomes open. The
set A?* will be rich enough to provide the associated poset AA>*with all the
properties of aöx . To define A?*, we shall associate in a uniform way to every
real fi in cow a sequence {fi} converging to / as follows. Let n0 < nx <•••
be the list of all n such that fi(2n + 1) ^ 0. For a given /, the real fi is

determined by letting fii \ nk = / \ nk and

fii(nk+j) = f{21+x(2nk + 2j + l)),
where k = k(i) is minimal with the property

f(2n0+l)

+ --- + fi(2nk + l)>i;

if such a k does not exist, let fi = f.

The partition

[co"] = K0 U Kc is

defined by {/, g} £ K0 iff / ^ g¡ and g ^ fj for all i and j. Note that this is
an open partition in the sense that Ko is an open subset of the plane and that,
moreover, this is a ccc partition since, ignoring the /'s for which k(i) is not
always defined, the set of all finite ohomogeneous sets is a subposet of SA>X.
The argument from Claim 4 shows that we cannot cover the reals by countably
many o-homogeneous sets. To get the analogue of Claim 5, working as in [4,
2.1], we fix an increasing and unbounded a>,-sequence {aa} in of.
Now
recursively on ß, construct fß in of such that aß = (fß)0 and such that if
a < ß , and if fß (A(/Q, fß)) > e(a, ß), then there is an i such that fa = (fß)i
( A(/, g) is the minimal n such that f(n) ^ g(n)). Note that {fa : a £ A}
is unbounded in of for every uncountable A ç a>, , so the argument of [4,
2.1] shows that in any such A we can find a < ß such that fia = (fA)i for
some i, i.e., that {fia, fß} £ Kc. This gives an uncountable set of reals with
no uncountable homogeneous subset. Thus we have proved the following

Theorem 3. There is an open ccc partition [R] = K0 u Kc such that the reals
cannot be covered by countably many o-homogeneous sets and such that ifib = cox
some uncountable set of reals contains no uncountable homogeneous subset.
In general, for partitions of the form [X] = KQuKx being ccc is a considerable strengthening of the fact that there is no uncountable 1-homogeneous set.
The following simple fact shows that in the situation of Theorem 3 these two
conditions are equivalent.
Proposition 1. An open partition of the form [R] = J0 U Jc is ccc iff there is no

uncountable 77 ç R such that [H] ç Jc.
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